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About This Game

Jesus Christ RPG deals with the period between the baptism and the transfiguration of Jesus Christ. Like many other Role
Playing Games, this one features turn based battles. You also must undertake tasks as Jesus Christ, Mary Magdalene, Simon

Peter and Judas Iscariot.

This game is for anyone who enjoys playing role playing video games or history or religion or any of the previous options.

Playable Characters in Jesus Christ RPG:

Jesus Christ - regarded as the Messiah by many, he's on a mission to save the world from itself. Curing the sick people and
exorcizing demons, he's also in conflict wit the local authorities who see him as trouble-maker who's on a quest to become king.

Mary Magdalene - a woman who was possessed by demons and later joins the party. She anoints Jesus and give him strength to
fight even more battles against the forces of evil.

Simon Peter - "The Rock". He's a strong man who's Jesus' greatest ally. Nonetheless, he will also have his trials to overcome as
his faith is tested against his self-preservation instinct.

Judas Iscariot - A misguided man who thinks too much of material things and loses sight of the big picture. His obsession with
status and money-making prove to be his own downfall.

Characters playable in BJC RPG
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Virgin Mary - Chosen by God to deliver the Messiah to the world, she must fight against an army which is out to kill her newly
born child.

Joseph - A foster father to Jesus and a carpenter by trade, he will go out of his way to protect his son.

Baby Jesus - Still a toddler, he will help the party the best he can. His skills may be limited for now, but he will grow into a
remarkable person one day.

Gaspar, Melchior & Balthazar - The three wise kings face a perilous journey to the west, where they hope to find the baby
Messiah. Fighting against spirits, robbers and foreign gods, will they ever reach Judea?

Characters playable in RJC RPG

Jesus Christ - regarded as the Messiah by many, he's on a mission to save the world from itself. Curing the sick people and
exorcizing demons, he's also in conflict with the local authorities who see him as trouble-maker who's on a quest to become

king.
Mary Magdalene - a woman who was possessed by demons and later joins the party. She anoints Jesus and give him strength to

fight even more battles against the forces of evil.

Simon Peter - "The Rock". He's a strong man who's Jesus' greatest ally. Nonetheless, he will also have his trials to overcome as
his faith is tested against his self-preservation instinct.

Judas Iscariot - A misguided man who thinks too much of material things and loses sight of the big picture. His obsession with
status and money-making prove to be his own downfall.

Malchus - A soldier tasked with accompanying Judas on his mission to apprehend Jesus Christ.
Longinus - A centurion who takes prisoners condemned to death by crucifixion to Golgotha, where they meet their demise.

Gesmas - The unrepentant thief. He mocks Jesus at the cross while sharing the same fate. A tough man who does not have
compassion in his heart for anyone.

Dismas - The repentant thief. Dismas realizes his predicament is bad yet caused by his actions. He argues with Gesmas and ends
up reaching Heaven.

Angel Gabriel - The messenger. Here, he helps Jesus on the Lord's last mission before resurrection.
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I've put in about five hours into the game and am happy to report that this is the best VR baseball hitting simulator to date! The
inclusion of 6 different pitches adds an extra element that makes batting practice that much more realistic\/enjoyable. Don't
believe me? Set the pitcher to lefty, HOF, with nothing but fastball and slider (hello Aroldis Chapman).

The HR derby mode is great and allows for customization. There are definitely a few kinks to be worked out (sometimes the
settings don't carry over when you reset a game), but overall this is a great product if you're looking for a baseball simulator.

I would love a "story mode" where you go up against pre-programmed pitchers with different pitch sets and your job is to score
a certain number of runs off of them. Have them move pitches around and intentionally throw balls and strikes.

If you don't love baseball and going to a batting cage, then this game may not be for you. But if that's your cup of tea, you'll love
this simulator!

Update - 5\/15\/2017

The game as it currently stands appears to be broken\/very glitchy. When a pitch is thrown, the game doesn't register that it's
been thrown and you're forced to reset the game in order to have another pitch thrown. This is very frustrating as it's been
happening more times than not right now. It seems like it's happening when a ball is thrown and the system doesn't register that
the pitch passed through the plate. Please work on a fix for this!. DO NOT BUY! GAME IS DEAD!

Completely wasted potential. I was one of the few who believed in this game and its developer, Lion game Lion. Unfortunately,
after just a couple of updates, the devs went silent, completely. They thought they could get away with using an ancient game
engine (designed primarily for racing games btw) like Payday did, unfortunately, combined with terrible AI, bugs, crashes and
more, it all backfired on them.

. Good try, but the joystick mapping is just horrible. If you feel like wasting 2hours trying to figure out which one of the
numerous axis is the one you want, then this game is for you.

After a long time, Rudders are still not supported. Mapping your thrusters to the sliders on a HOTAS is still a nightmare (you
have to figure out which axis is used, and for hotas, bind the reverse speed to the 2nd axis in reverse..????).

Once all is finally mapped, you'll see the controls are not natural at all. It's like using a Gamepad stick emulator for the flight, it
feels very poor when flying :(. A fun addictive game, similar to angry birds. Makes you want to keep playing. The graphics are
solid and the animation is arcade patterned. I would recommend this game for anyone who wants a simple fast paced interactive
game.. I love this game, played it for years damn near flipped when I heard it was on steam. and I have to say this is one of the
best games I've ever played. I dont care if its pay to win. Free game what do i expect. Love the game. I may have dropped a little
money on it and by little I dont mean $100.00 a week into it or the more extreme amounts payed. But hell I cant argue with this
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Numba deluxe is an exciting and challenging logic game. Just create some Numba-Chains to gain more points. There are 3
different types of gamemodes:
1. Classic
2. Timeless
3. Puzzle

Some levels are pretty challenging, but you can relax during playing this game.
It's not really expensive.. 3\u20ac are worth for this good game. Especially when you can get a coupon when you craft a badge!
Then it's really worth it. I just have to recommend this game.. There are alot of logic games.. But this one is one of the best..
The Action, The Comedy, The Yogscast (wait, what). It's all so beutiful! It's a RPG, It's a Campaign, It's, perfect.
So grab yer Pickaxe and Beer, (inhale) DWARRRRRRRRRRRFFFFFSSS!!!!!. Weirdly engrossing. It's got a very relaxing vibe
that I can see remembering fondly down the line.. This game predates Men Of War (MoW), but will definitely appeal to anyone
who is fond of those games. It is similar to MoW in that it is an in-depth combat simulation involving anything from infantry to
vehicles to planes, each with their own inventories, names, and experience. It diverges from MoW in that the engagement
distances and overall scale of things is far closer to reality. Tanks can actually thow mass several km downrange and still have
lethal momentum. Even rifles can shoot several hundred meters. It is slower paced than MoW, but is larger scale and is much
more persistent in the single player, with infantry and crew members each gaining experience that you get to allocate into their
different aspects and medals that you get to award them. Everything carries over from one campaign battle to the next, and what
you've got is what you've got: losing armor or entire squads really hurts. All in all, it is a clunky but very respectable (even
lovable) game and certainly has it's sights on what's important. I hope they make a Theatre of War 4 with engine and interface
improvements, more factions, and the ability to play a drop-in multiplayer campaign. That will be an instant buy.. A very nice
little story driven game,Made me realise how small thing could become big.
If you loved to the moon,a bird story or finding paradise,this one is for you!
. Love the simulation. Hard to learn, longer to build, and realism is at an Everest sized peak.. top game , top sounds. Very - very
nice. Really funny and entertaining sort of cartoon eSports team manager sim. In the vein of other management sims but with a
funny storyline and devs constantly working and improving the game. Definitely worth the buy!
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